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I. Introduction
In 2018, the German Federal Government released a
dedicated strategy to support ‘Artificial Intelligence
(AI) made in Germany.’1 Underlying the strategy is
the aim to fuel productivity in the German economy,
where 65% of jobs could be automated using AI technology, with the potential to increase productivity
and ultimately GDP growth.2 Another important aim
is to develop AI-based business models ‘made in Germany’ that can shape the way AI is used across industries at a global scale.3
Startups play an important role in achieving both
aims, as they not only develop AI technologies, products and services but also novel technology-based
business models. Estimates suggest that about 60%
of GDP growth from AI technology could be driven
by new business models, while the remaining 40%
could result from automation and transformation
of existing business models through AI technolo-

gies.4 With policymakers, investors, incumbents
and entrepreneurs taking increasing interest in novel AI business models, it becomes more and more
important to understand what ‘AI made in Germany’
actually looks like. Several descriptive studies have
evaluated the German AI landscape,5 some with a
particular focus on startups.6 However, academic
publications have so far focused on the impact of
digital technologies (such as AI) in specific industries7 and on business model innovation in general.8
By contrast, little attention has been paid to specific business models of German AI startups, in particular the types of AI technologies employed and the
value propositions developed. This report thus aims
to answer the following questions: (1) What types of
AI technology do German AI startups develop? (2)
What are the value propositions they offer to the market? (3) How do German AI startups design their business models?
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To answer these questions, we employ a mixed
method approach. Firstly, we analyse a comprehensive database of German startups to answer questions
1 and 2. Through this analysis, we identify in particular the scope of German AI startups’ value proposition within existing sectors. Here we derive three
types of value propositions that German AI startups
focus on. Secondly, we illustrate each type of value
proposition with an example of a German AI startup, showing how they design their business model
around AI technology.
With these findings, we aim to provide a basis for
decision makers in business and politics to understand the potential impact of AI ‘made in Germany’
on value creation and productivity. Additionally, we
contribute to current research on business models
which aims to understand how business models
emerge and how the underlying value architecture is
designed.9

II. Artificial Intelligence
The term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ dates back as far as
the 1950s, when computer scientists first proclaimed
that machines could someday talk, solve problems
and perform creative tasks – activities so far exclusively done by humans.10 In this sense, the distinction between weak and strong AI is important – weak
AI is limited to performing specific predefined tasks
that support human intelligence, while strong AI
tries to replicate broad cognitive tasks and mimic human behaviour.11 The present study is concerned
with weak AI, since the commercialisation of strong
AI may still be many years away.
AI has gained wider significance thanks to the
rapid development of internet and communication
technologies since the early 2000s. In particular the
availability of large datasets and more powerful computers fuelled the emergence of novel AI technologies, in particular machine learning.12 Machine learning can be considered the key technology behind AI.
Machine learning entails the structuring and analysis of large amounts of input data using statistical
learning methods and algorithms to derive highly accurate predictions of outputs. Neural networks and
deep learning as well as access to large training
datasets have increased the performance of machine
learning algorithms to nearly match human predictions in some areas of cognition.13 Other technolo-
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gies associated with AI are data analytics, image and
video recognition, text and speech processing as well
as sensor technologies and robotics. All of these technologies involve non-human entities (machines,
computers, robots, etc.) that recognise, label, and
analyse various input data. While data analytics, image, video, text and speech recognition mostly map
previously digitised digital datasets, sensors enable
the recording and processing of environmental data,
and robotic systems employ machine learning to act
and react in predictable physical environments.14
Its unique technical features make machine learning applicable across virtually any industry and application area. Scholars tend to agree that it is a socalled general purpose technology (GPT)15 – meaning that it is pervasive, continuously improving over
time, and stimulating of complementary innovation.16 Machine learning as a GPT can drive change
on three different levels – tasks, business processes
and business models.17
Accordingly, AI can offer different value propositions. Firstly, AI can augment and automate existing
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tasks and processes to significantly reduce costs. Secondly, AI can change the way firms innovate18 by
enabling new forms of insight from large sets of data that were previously unavailable. And lastly, AI
can stimulate entirely new avenues for value creation.19
While the economic potential of machine learning has been widely discussed, its full potential has
not been tapped yet. Startups play a central role in
unlocking this potential by identifying new realms
of technological innovation and application, and driving the implementation of solutions across industries.20

III. Business Model Design
A business model is an abstracted but holistic representation of how a firm does business. It describes
the way a firm creates and delivers value to its customers, and how it captures a share of the created
value as profits.21 Each firm uses a uniquely configured architecture of activities to create, deliver and
capture value, which makes up the essence of its business model.22 Business models have been studied
widely in the context of new ventures,23 for instance,
as a means to commercialise new technologies24 and
disrupt entire industries.25
The question of business model design, or how
business models emerge by deliberate actions of
managers and entrepreneurs, is of central impor-
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tance.26 Recent studies have looked conceptually at
how value architectures are designed,27 proposing
different tools to be used in the business model design process28. One of the most widely used tools to
describe business model design by both practitioners and academics is the Business Model Canvas
(BMC).29 The BMC splits the business model into
nine categories that detail specific activities to create, deliver and capture value and thus describes the
underlying value architecture.
Firms create value by defining a clear value proposition and identifying and implementing the key activities needed to deliver on that promise. Companies source the required resources and build relationships with partners to ensure smooth production of
the product or service. They deliver value by defining customer segments and understanding their specific needs. From this understanding, the company
builds communication and distribution channels to
reach these customers. Companies monetise the value created by optimising their cost structure and
defining revenue streams30.

IV. Our Study
1. Methodology
To answer our research questions, we employed a
two-fold approach. First, we analysed a sample of 139
German AI startups based on the AppliedAI31 data-
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Figure 1: Types of AI technology developed by German startups
Source: Authors' elaboration

base in January 2019. The goal was to cluster the startups in the sample into meaningful categories of AI
technologies and value propositions. At the time it
was drawn, the sample represented a fairly comprehensive list of all German AI startups. One of the authors and a research assistant independently coded
each startup based on information available on its
website, Crunchbase and other publicly available information. To assign a startup to an AI technology,
we used the categorisation proposed by Hecker and
others:32 image and video recognition, text and
speech processing, data analytics, sensors and robotics. To categorise value propositions, we used a literature-based distinction between (1) automation of
tasks, (2) innovation processes and (3) novel forms
of value creation. To finally analyse the underlying
business model design processes, we interviewed
three founders of AI startups. During the interview
we collected information on all dimensions of the
BMC.

2. Types of AI Technology
The German AI startup landscape consisted of 139
startups as of January 2019. 40% of firms had been
founded within the last three years and 84% were in
seed or early venture stages. The majority (65%) of

all startups were located in the two German startup
hubs, Berlin and Munich.
We found that all German AI startups employ
some form of machine learning. However, they differ greatly in the complementary technologies used
to establish a marketable product. 36% of all German
AI startups focus on data capture and analytics in areas such as financial analysis, online marketing or
business process optimisation. 26% use image and
video recognition in various contexts from medical
diagnostics to autonomous driving, while 25% develop AI solutions based on text and speech recognition,
mainly to build AI for chatbots or customer service
solutions. Only 9% focus on AI solutions connected
to sensors while 4% work on advanced robotic solutions (see Figure 1).

3. Value Propositions
We found that 43% of German AI startups specialise
on the development of technology which can be used
as a means for product or process innovation by other firms. We call these AI startups ‘Technology Developers’. They offer highly advanced technology to

32 Hecker and others (n 5)
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Table 1: Application areas that German startups focus on
Source: Authors' elaboration
Application area

Description

Technology Developers

Help existing firms to apply highly specialised AI technologies in product and process
innovation, across industries

Business Transformers

Assist existing firms in augmenting or automating specific tasks and processes, across
industries

Solution Providers

Design new areas of value creation for industry-specific problems

help existing firms develop AI-based products, for
example, one startup is developing a technology to
create real-time 3D maps of a given physical environment. These maps are essential to help autonomous
vehicles or robots navigate in this environment.
Hence, firms that are working to develop autonomous vehicles and robots often rely on technology developers to supply 3D maps for training their
vehicles and robots to navigate in a given environment.
Some also offer advanced technology to allow
firms to innovate their business processes, for example, another German startup develops advanced image recognition technology that can be used to capture and analyse documents. Currently, this task involves a lot of manual work which can be automated and integrated into innovative processes with the
AI-based technology. The AI technology offered by
Technology Developers is highly advanced and specialised, but it can be applied across a range of industries and sectors.
28% of AI startups develop technology that helps
to automate existing tasks or processes – they are
‘Business Transformers’. Especially in sectors where
a lot of structured data is already available, AI-based
solutions can increase productivity significantly.
Some of the most common application areas include
customer service, marketing and human relations.
Business Transformers often use speech and text
recognition to automate existing processes, for example through customer service chatbots that can answer commonly asked questions very quickly. Data
analytics is commonly used to optimise online marketing campaigns across different platforms, particularly in e-commerce. Since business processes can
be similar across industries, many of the Business

Transformer startups work across at least a few sectors.
29% of startups create entirely new modes of value creation, generating consumer-facing products or
solutions – we refer to these as ‘Solution Providers’.
While the value propositions of Technology Developers and Business Transformers have to be integrated with existing value creation processes, Solution
Providers develop industry-specific solutions that
not only change the way business is done currently
but create entirely new products. For example, Solution Providers develop health assistants that can give
individualised information and advice about tracked
health parameters, or they produce robotic solutions
for logistics environments like warehouses. Table 1
provides an overview of value propositions.

4. Business Model Design
To illustrate how startups arrive at the three value
propositions we identified, we interviewed founders
about how they designed their business models. The
purposes of the case studies were exploration and illustration; we thus interviewed only one founder per
type of value proposition.
a. Technology Developer: Hypatos
Founded 2018 in Berlin, Hypatos develops advanced
image recognition technologies and neural networks.
In particular, it focuses on automated capturing and
classification of semi-structured documents, such as
invoices, payslips or prescriptions, to reduce the
manual effort required to capture such documents.
The startup offers two products: pre-trained solu-
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Table 2: BMC for Hypatos
Source: Authors' elaboration

tions for more standardised applications and a studio software where customers can design and train
specialised solutions. Table 2 shows the BMC for Hypatos.
b. Business Transformer: Adspert
Adspert is a product of the Berlin-based Bidmanagement GmbH, founded in 2010. Adspert uses advanced
statistical models from the financial trading industry to optimise keywords and bids for online marketing campaigns on different platforms. The foundational statistical models have remained similar since
the company was founded, but large amounts of
available data (eg from ecommerce platforms) and
increased computing power have boosted their predictive capabilities. Through the automation of the
time and labour-intensive process of optimising keywords and bids, Adspert promises to increase profits for its customers through increased conversions.
Table 3 shows the Adspert’s BCM.
c. Solution Provider: Zana
Zana was founded 2018 in Karlsruhe. The firm is developing an AI-based virtual assistant that can guide
users with health-related questions and allowing the

user to track health parameters through wearables.
A special feature is the Remote Monitoring Platform
allows family members to check in on a relative’s
health statistics, for example, for elderly or chronically ill persons. The data from the platform can also be aggregated and shared with doctors or health
care providers to ensure the effective monitoring of
patients in critical states, for instance, after major
surgeries that require close aftercare. Table 4 shows
the BMC for Zana.

V. Discussion
Our findings hold some valuable insights for both
academics and decision makers seeking to understand ‘AI made in Germany’. Although Germany’s AI
startup landscape produces a variety of novel AI technologies and business models, it is apparent that startups largely focus on AI technologies like data capture & analysis, which allow for in-depth analysis of
large digital datasets to derive conclusions and potential recommendations for action. So far, startups
have focused less on technologies like sensors and
robotics that not only work with digital datasets but
also engage with environmental data. Given that the
startup ecosystem is still very young, this trend is not
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Table 3: BMC for Adspert
Source: Authors' elaboration

Table 4: BMC for Zana
Source: Authors' elaboration

surprising: environmental data is hard to acquire and
structure, and it presents additional challenges in
terms of data privacy and security.

When examining value propositions that German
AI startups provide, we identified three types: Technology Providers, Business Transformers, and Solu-
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tion Providers. These categories are in line with current research on the role of AI as a GPT and also mirror our findings on technology types. Technology
Providers and Business Transformers focus largely
on areas where existing data and processes can be
leveraged, typically within existing firms in sectors
where data is easily accessible and structured. We
conclude, that both Technology Providers and Business Transformers play an essential role in making
Germany a leading AI nation because they extend AI
technologies deep into existing value creation and innovation processes.
However, both these value propositions focus on
the transformation of existing business through automation, leading to cost reductions and productivity increases, but not a fundamental change in the
product portfolio that is available to end customers33.
To fully tap into the innovative potential of ‘AI made
in Germany’, Solution Providers must play an even
bigger role. They do not only change the way business is currently done but create entirely new areas
of business. Yet, these AI startups face a different
competitive setup: they may struggle to establish a
functioning business in established industries where
strong incumbents define the rules of the game,
where data may not be as readily available and where
regulation may prevent easy market access.34
Looking at the underlying business models for
these three value propositions, we conclude that value creation and delivery are of particular importance
for Technology Providers and Business Transformers, in particular access to highly skilled talent, computing power and structured sales cycles. In turn, for
value capture, these startups often rely on proven
revenue models.35 In contrast, Solution Providers’
business model design relies less on proven models
and instead involves much more experimentation.
Aside from access to talent, partnerships and access
to data become essential factors to guarantee value
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creation and delivery. Solution Providers capture value by experimenting with different revenue models
to finally design the most effective one. The difference in value architectures reflects the challenges
that Solution Providers face.
To summarise, we see a lot of potential in the German AI startup landscape, which continues to grow
exponentially. At the time of publication of this paper, Applied AI counted 214 startups - a stunning 54%
increase in merely six months. However, despite the
landscape’s dynamism, it must be stated that the full
potential of AI technologies has yet to be uncovered.
Technology Developers and Business Transformers
are an important starting point to transform the existing economic system and realise productivity
gains through automation. Still, Solution Providers
may be even more important in order to establish an
‘AI made in Germany’ that generates novel technologies that are commercialised through sustainable
business models and are competitive at global scale.
To this end, startups ought to find an infrastructure enabling them to deliver new business models,
even when those have the potential to disrupt established industries. Strategic partnerships between
startups and incumbents as well as regulators are key
to ensure a development of these new business models. Another key component is to guarantee access to
data while ensuring data protection and privacy.
With these enablers, ‘AI made in Germany’ has the
potential to fuel productivity and economic growth
through the transformation of existing industries
and the creation of entirely new industries, driven
by novel AI-based business models.
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